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Reflection is widely accepted as a learning tool and is considered integral to professional practice. Journal writing is advocated in facilitating reflection, yet little is written about how to assess reflection in journals. The purpose of this study was to develop and test a method of assessing the elements of reflection in journals and to determine whether, and to what level, reflection occurs in journals. Twenty-seven physical therapy students maintained written reflective journals throughout three of their four eight-week clinical affiliations. The students were introduced to concepts of reflective practice with definitions of terms and reflective questions before their second affiliation. A coding schema was developed to assess the journals. Three raters assessed forty-three journals. The text of each journal was analyzed for evidence of nine elements of reflection, and each journal was categorized as showing no evidence of reflection, evidence of reflection, or evidence of critical reflection. Descriptive statistics were used to demonstrate evidence of reflection. Reliability between each pair of raters was assessed using percent agreement, φ coefficients, and γ statistics. Interrater reliability of all raters was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC[2,1]). Results showed that the raters assessed 95.3%–100% of the journals as showing at least one element of reflection. The percent agreement between rater pairs for the nine elements of reflection ranged from 65.1% to 93.8%, the φ coefficient ranged from 0.08 to 0.81, and the ICC(2,1) values used to assess reliability among the three raters on each element ranged from 0.03 to 0.72. Averaging the assessment of the three raters for the overall journal, 14.7% of the journals were assessed as showing no evidence of reflection, 43.4% as showing evidence of reflection, and 41.9% as showing evidence of critical reflection. The percent agreement between rater pairs for the overall assessment of the journals ranged from 67.4% to 85.7%, the γ statistic ranged from 0.88 to 0.98, and the ICC(2,1) among all raters was 0.74 (95% confidence interval, 0.61–0.84). These results represent an acceptable level of agreement for use of this method of assessment for educational purposes. The coding schema developed provides a mechanism to assess evidence of reflection in written journals, which will enable instructors to evaluate student competency, obtain a baseline for facilitating reflective practice, and assess their own efficacy in facilitating reflection among students. J Allied Health 2005; 34:199-208.
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REFLECTION, as a method of learning from experience, has been widely accepted in various domains of professional education, particularly in teacher education and nursing. In the medical and allied health professions, it has been considered critical to professional practice, leading certain accrediting bodies to expect education programs to prepare students to be reflective practitioners. Much has been written about reflective practice, particularly with respect to how it can be incorporated into the classroom. Further, journal writing has been suggested as a mechanism to facilitate reflection.

Without a mechanism of assessment, educators cannot fully determine the extent to which journal writing truly facilitates reflective practice. The purpose of this study was to develop and test a method of assessing reflection in journals and to determine whether, and to what level, reflection occurs in student journals.

Literature Review

The terms “reflection” and “reflective practice” have become commonplace; when discussed, many clinicians espouse that they reflect routinely. The question raised by these researchers was “while many say they reflect, do they?” To fully investigate this question, the researchers explored the theoretical literature to define reflection and its importance in the learning process as well as current literature to determine how reflection has been measured.
Reflection is a generic term that has many different definitions. Boyd and Fales defined reflection as the process of examining an experience that raises an issue of concern. They described it as an internal process that helps the individual refine his or her understanding of an experience, which may lead to changes in the individual’s perspective. Boud et al. defined reflection as the cognitive and affective behaviors individuals engage in that result in new insights and deeper understandings of their experiences. Schön described how clinicians, faced with problems, are often forced to stop, think, and problem solve on the spot. This is what Schön termed “reflection in action.” He further posited that reflective practitioners revisit their experiences through reflection on action, which occurs after action when practitioners attempt to view problems from alternative perspectives. Killon and Todnem extended Schön’s work as they discussed the importance of reflection for action or being able to anticipate future problems and being able to modify actions to improve future practice. Mezirow discussed the content or focus of the reflective process, stating that reflection is not simply stopping to think and problem solve or plan for future action based on what you already know; rather, it is critically questioning the content, process, and premise underlying the experience in an attempt to make meaning or better understand the experience. Mezirow contended that reflection is a higher order, conscious thought process that enables one to begin to correct assumptions and distorted beliefs that may lead to revised interpretations of one’s experiences and ultimately to new behaviors (i.e., transformational learning).

While there are many definitions for reflection, Atkins and Murphy maintained that there are essential elements to this process. They noted that in the reflective process, an awareness of uncomfortable feelings and thoughts (i.e., trigger event) is followed by a critical analysis of both the feelings and the experience. Atkins and Murphy asserted that it is through this analytical process that the reflective practitioner develops a change in perspective. Mezirow claimed that the reflective process leads to a more open, discriminative, and inclusive perspective or worldview.

Reflection gives meaning to experience; it turns experience into practice, links past and present experiences, and prepares the individual for future practice. It is the “hallmark of professional behavior.” Schön stated that curricula in professional programs often favor technical rationalism (i.e., knowledge and skills) over problem solving and professional development. He believed that the reflective thinking process is critical to problem solving and to professional practice. Reflection is particularly important in physical therapy and other allied health fields where development of a professional identity goes beyond technical knowledge and skill to more abstract constructs such as critical thinking and professional values, attitudes, and beliefs. Further, reflection promotes a deep approach to learning and fosters lifelong learning as students learn to reframe problems, question their own assumptions, and attend to their own learning needs.

Journal writing provides a mechanism for individuals to describe their experiences and begin to use the reflective and analytical or critical thinking processes to extract deeper meaning from those experiences.

Brookfield defined critical thinking as a direct outcome of the reflective process described by both Mezirow and Schön. He described how thinking critically fosters the recognition of assumptions, beliefs, and values that underlie our thought processes as we solve problems, anticipate outcomes, and justify our actions. Critical thinking is achieved by recognizing and analyzing multiple perspectives and is essential to problem solving.

As noted, it is generally accepted that reflective practice is critical to professional development. Journals have been used in physical therapy and in other disciplines to promote reflection among students. However, maintenance of reflective journals does not necessarily ensure that students reflect; rather, some may simply describe their experiences and not take the critical step toward analysis as proposed by Atkins and Murphy. In keeping with the move toward evidence based practice, Pee et al. noted that assessment of the efficacy of this strategy in promoting reflection is essential.

Assessment of the products of reflective journals, however, is controversial. Some educators suggest that reflective journals not be evaluated because they contend that evaluation may impact the content of the reflection. Others question how to effectively and consistently evaluate what many consider personal thoughts and feelings. Still others question the validity of assessing subjective knowledge. While noting these obstacles and acknowledging that placing judgment on what students write in journals could potentially impact their writing, if one is to develop reflective practitioners, the need for a mechanism to assess a student’s capacity to reflect remains. To mitigate some of these obstacles, Bourner proposed separating content and process in the assessment of journal writing. This would allow for assessment of the reflective process without placing judgment on the subject nature of the reflection.

Assessment of reflective journals is important for a number of reasons. In developing reflective practitioners, it is essential to determine whether students have developed proficiency in the reflective process. Moreover, assessment allows instructors to provide feedback to students on their learning. Further, as Bourner notes, “most students pay most attention to what is assessed. That which is not assessed is
most likely to be most neglected.” The assessment process also provides feedback to faculty members both about the efficacy of their teaching strategies and about achievement of course and curricular outcomes related to the reflective process. Finally, assessment of the products of reflection can be used to demonstrate achievement of curricular outcomes for the purpose of accreditation.

**Reflection: How Do We Measure It?**

While many advocate journal writing to promote reflective practice, little has been written about how to determine whether students show evidence of reflection in their writing. A number of qualitative studies have examined the content of reflective writing. Jensen and Denton used qualitative methods to analyze journals from physical therapy students, Kalliat and Coghan studied students of organizational development, and Drevdahl and Dorcy studied nurses. Each reported themes that emerged from the content of these journals, which broadly included communication, interpersonal interactions, personal growth, and professional knowledge and skills. While themes regarding the content of the reflective products were presented, what was not evident in these studies was what the students reflected on. No judgment could be made regarding the students’ proficiency in the process of reflection.

Other researchers used quantitative methods to analyze the processes of reflection present within reflective journals. In a study with student nurses, Wong et al. used the reflective processes as defined by Boud et al. to develop a mechanism to analyze journals in terms of the levels of reflection present. In addition, they categorized each as nonreflector, reflector, or critical reflector, based on the work of Mezirow. Wong et al. reported reliable results \( r = 0.88 \) using Mezirow’s theoretical framework, but not the framework of Boud et al. Williams et al. adapted the criteria from the work of Boud et al., creating a six-point ordinal scale to assess the level of reflection present in physical therapy student journals. These researchers reported an interrater reliability of 0.68 (95% confidence interval, 0.49–0.87). Finally, Pee et al. used structured worksheets to assess whether dental therapy students showed evidence of reflection in their writing. These researchers reported that 86% \( n = 12 \) of the students showed evidence of descriptive or superficial reflection, while 64% \( n = 9 \) showed evidence of a deeper level of reflection. Interrater agreement reported in this study was 72% when rating whether the structured question had been answered and 86% when determining the level of reflection.

In summary, while reflection is generally accepted as a critical component of learning from experience and essential to professional education, limited research has been conducted to address the issue of how to assess reflection. Journals have been used in many areas of professional development, including higher education, allied health, nursing, medicine and dentistry, and adult education. While some suggest that evaluating journals may impact what an individual chooses to write, the current researchers submit that without some mechanism of assessment, an instructor cannot determine whether students are truly competent in the skills necessary for reflective practice.

Bourner suggested separating content from process in assessment to minimize the impact on the content of the journal writing. Boud et al. provided a framework for understanding the stages of reflection, Mezirow focused on components of the reflective process; and Schön provided a time dimension. To assess competence in the reflective process, the current researchers contend that all three aspects of reflection must be evaluated to fully determine the degree to which students have mastered the elements of reflection and the reflective process. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to utilize the work of these three major theorists to develop a method to reliably assess whether students show evidence of the various elements of reflection in journals and, if present, to what level did they evidence reflection.

**Methods**

**Instrument**

Based on the theoretical and scientific literature, an instrument was designed to assess individual elements of reflection and to judge the overall level of reflection evident within each journal (Table 1). Codes and operational definitions were developed from the theories of Boud et al., Mezirow, and Schön. Two levels of coding were defined. Coding first occurred at the level of the words, sentences, and paragraphs within the journals. The following nine elements of reflection were operationally defined: reflection in action, reflection on action, reflection for action, content reflection, process reflection, premise reflection, returns to experience, attends to feelings, and evaluation of the experience. In addition to the nine elements of reflection, each journal was coded in total and categorized as showing no evidence of reflection, evidence of reflection, or evidence of critical reflection based on definitions from the work of Mezirow and others. Operational definitions were refined and agreed on by all three investigators before analyzing the journals (Table 1 and Appendix).

**Subjects**

Twenty-seven physical therapy students from the class of 2002 from Touro College were asked to maintain written journals during three of their eight-week clinical education experiences as a requirement of each clinical education unit, beginning with their second affiliation.
RATERS

Three raters, from an initial pool of four, participated in this study. Raters included (1) the director of a transitional doctor of physical therapy program with a doctor of education degree in adult education, (2) a faculty member in a professional physical therapy program with a background in education and psychology, (3) a clinician in a transitional doctor of physical therapy program, and (4) an academic coordinator of clinical education (ACCE) for a professional physical therapy program. While all four raters were expected to participate, due to time constraints, one of the four raters (the ACCE) was not available for the initial training sessions, during which the raters worked to fully understand and refine the operational definitions and rating checklist that was developed. While the first rater had formally studied principles of reflection and incorporated them into the classroom setting, all three raters were novices in assessing journals.

PROCEDURES

Before the students’ second affiliation in preparation for clinical practice, the investigators spent a 1.5-hour session discussing reflective practice. The students received instruction on the importance of reflective practice in physical therapy and the need to make consistent journal entries throughout their clinical experiences to aid in the process of reflection. In addition, they were given definitions of terms and questions to be used as “reflection starters” only if they were having difficulty initiating their journaling process. The journals, together with other written assignments, were submitted to the ACCE at the end of each clinical education experience during the 2001–2002 academic year. Journals were submitted as a requirement of the experience; however, they were neither graded nor evaluated. Journals were maintained on file in the office of the ACCE. Students who submitted these journals graduated in 2002, and institutional review board approval was obtained before analyzing data.

### TABLE 1. Rating Checklist for Reflective Journals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level I Code</th>
<th>Element of reflection</th>
<th>Brief Definition*</th>
<th>Presence (Provide Evidence)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-I-A</td>
<td>Reflection in action</td>
<td>Occurs while in the midst of an action; on-the-spot decisions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-O-A</td>
<td>Reflection on action</td>
<td>Occurs after the action has been completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-F-A</td>
<td>Reflection for action</td>
<td>Occurs before being faced with the situation; begins to plan for the future</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Explores the experience from a number of perspectives (beyond description)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROC</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Describes the strategies used or available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREM</td>
<td>Premise</td>
<td>Recognizes and explores own assumptions, values, beliefs, and biases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td>RETRN</td>
<td>Returns to experience</td>
<td>Describes the experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTEND</td>
<td>Attends to feelings</td>
<td>Acknowledges and begins to work with feelings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-EVAL</td>
<td>Reevaluates</td>
<td>Reappraises the situation vis-à-vis past experiences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Select all that apply.

*For complete operational definitions, see Appendix.

RATERS

Three raters, from an initial pool of four, participated in this study. Raters included (1) the director of a transitional doctor of physical therapy program with a doctor of education degree in adult education, (2) a faculty member in a professional physical therapy program with a background in education and psychology, (3) a clinician in a transitional doctor of physical therapy program, and (4) an academic coordinator of clinical education (ACCE) for a professional physical therapy program. While all four raters were expected to participate, due to time constraints, one of the four raters (the ACCE) was not available for the initial training sessions, during which the raters worked to fully understand and refine the operational definitions and rating checklist that was developed. While the first rater had formally studied principles of reflection and incorporated them into the classroom setting, all three raters were novices in assessing journals.

PROCEDURES

Before the students’ second affiliation in preparation for clinical practice, the investigators spent a 1.5-hour session discussing reflective practice. The students received instruction on the importance of reflective practice in physical therapy and the need to make consistent journal entries throughout their clinical experiences to aid in the process of reflection. In addition, they were given definitions of terms and questions to be used as “reflection starters” only if they were having difficulty initiating their journaling process. The journals, together with other written assignments, were submitted to the ACCE at the end of each clinical education experience during the 2001–2002 academic year. Journals were submitted as a requirement of the experience; however, they were neither graded nor evaluated. Journals were maintained on file in the office of the ACCE. Students who submitted these journals graduated in 2002, and institutional review board approval was obtained before analyzing data.
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A retrospective study was designed using these journals to develop a method of assessing the presence or absence of the nine elements and three levels of reflection present within the journals. Using the codes and operational definitions developed, raters performed a content analysis of each journal.\textsuperscript{37} Data were subjected to two levels of coding. Coding first occurred at the level of the text (i.e., words, sentences, and paragraphs) to determine the elements of reflection present. The raters searched for the presence of the nine elements of reflection. Once evidence of the element was found, the raters were not required to continue searching for additional evidence of that particular element. In addition, it was understood by the raters that a single written passage might be rated as showing evidence of more than one element of the reflective process. Once analysis for the elements was completed, the journal was then categorized as showing no evidence of reflection, evidence of reflection, or evidence of critical reflection as operationally defined.

In preparation for rating the journals and as a means of refining the codes, the three raters used the codes to independently rate reflective passages unrelated to the student journals. Disagreement led to discussion and further refinement of the codes, and consensus was reached on all texts. Before analysis, institutional review board approval was obtained and journals were deidentified. Once approved, a pilot study using the same three raters to rate five randomly selected journals commenced. After rating these five journals, raters again met to discuss differences. Having achieved consensus on operational definitions, the raters independently assessed the additional 43 journals.

\textbf{DATA ANALYSIS}

Descriptive statistics were used to quantify the elements and level of reflection present within each journal. Interrater reliability was assessed for each individual element of reflection and for the overall level of reflection evident within the journals. Inferential statistics were used to determine interrater reliability. An overall score was not assessed because the researchers were most concerned with assessing the individual elements of reflection; moreover, the elements are distinctly different and not necessarily correlated. Reliability between each pair of raters, for each element of reflection, was assessed with a measure of agreement (i.e., percent agreement) and a measure of association (i.e., $\phi$ coefficient). Percent agreement is the simplest and most intuitive form of interrater reliability; however, it does not consider chance agreement. The $\phi$ coefficient is appropriate for measuring the association between two dichotomous variables; it is a special case of the product-moment correlation coefficient.\textsuperscript{38} Interrater reliability among all three raters for each element was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients ($\text{ICC}(2,1)$).\textsuperscript{37–39} ICCs account for both relative and absolute reliability or agreement and for association and enable the researchers to assess reliability among more than two raters for each element without distortion to nominal scale data.\textsuperscript{37,40,41} Model 2 was used because each element was assessed by all raters who are representative of a larger population of raters (i.e., instructors), and the expectation is that the results may be generalized to other raters with similar characteristics.

Reliability between rater pairs for the overall assessment of each journal as showing no evidence of reflection, evidence of reflection, or evidence of critical reflection was assessed using percent agreement and $\gamma$ statistics. The $\gamma$ statistic is appropriate for measuring the association between two variables on an ordinal scale.\textsuperscript{42} The assessment of no evidence of reflection, evidence of reflection, or evidence of critical reflection was judged as being on an ordinal scale by the researchers. Interrater reliability among all three raters was assessed using ICC($2,1$).

In establishing criteria to judge the reliability of this method of assessment, it was determined that there is no hard and fast rule regarding how high a reliability coefficient for a measure must be for it to be considered reliable. Many measurement texts do not establish acceptable reliability values, but rather suggest guidelines and note that it is dependent on how the measure is used.\textsuperscript{37,38,43} Several issues must be considered in determining acceptable levels of reliability, such as the types of decisions to be made in using the assessment method, the potential consequences of these decisions, the number of cases used to assess the method, the specific comparisons to be made, and whether the decisions are made at an early stage, are reversible, and/or are confirmable by other data.\textsuperscript{37,43–45} In the case of the reflective journals, the purpose of the assessment is to provide an early baseline for the facilitation of the reflective process and the results have minimal consequences, which can be confirmed through other means such as additional writings, probing questions in class, and so on. In addition, the writing in each journal is individualized, making the subject of the writing quite varied, which requires a degree of interpretation to assess. Thus, while each code/element is operationally defined, the concepts being assessed are abstract, making perfect agreement more difficult and perhaps unrealistic.\textsuperscript{12,37} The researchers considered the type and purpose of the method of assessment and decided to use the criteria established by Rea and Parker\textsuperscript{46} to judge reliability. These researchers indicated that $\phi$ coefficient values of $-0.20$ to $0.40$ represent a moderate association, $0.40$ to $0.60$ represent a relatively strong association, $0.60$ to $0.80$ represent a strong association, and $0.80$ to $1.00$ represent a very strong association.\textsuperscript{46}

\textbf{Results}

Twenty-seven students submitted a total of 48 journals. Five randomly selected journals from four individuals (three women and one man) were used in the initial piloting and refinement of the instrument. Results from the analysis of the remaining 43 journals are reported here. The students included 13 women and 14 men with a mean age
of 27.1 ± 3.6 yrs and a range of 22.3–41 yrs. Twenty-two of the journals were obtained from students on their second clinical education experience, 24 from students on their third clinical education experience, and two from students on their fourth clinical education experience.

At least one element of reflection was identified by all raters in 95.3% of the 43 journals analyzed. The number of journals that showed evidence of each element of reflection as determined by each rater appears in Table 2. Averaging these values over the three raters, the number of journals that showed evidence of each individual component of reflection assessed ranged from 18.3 ± 1.2 to 39.3 ± 3.5, with “premise reflection” noted least often and “return to experience” noted most often.

Percent agreement and \( \phi \) coefficients used to assess interrater reliability between each pair of raters are presented in Table 3. The percent agreement between rater pairs for the nine elements of reflection ranged from 65.1% to 93.0%, and the \( \phi \) coefficient ranged from 0.08 ± 0.18 to 0.81 ± 0.09 (Table 3). \( \phi \) coefficients for four rater pairs could not be calculated (identified in Table 3 as “NA”) due to an absence of variability in a single rater’s assessment of two reflective components. Rater 3 found evidence of “return to experience” and “attends to feelings” in all 43 journals. Similarly, the lowest \( \phi \) coefficients can be explained by the small number of agreements for the absence of a component. For example, the components with the two lowest \( \phi \) coefficients (i.e., rater 1 vs. rater 2 for “process” and “returns to experience”) had only a single agreement for the absence of the component.

The ICC(2,1) values used to assess interrater reliability among the three raters ranged from 0.03 to 0.72 and can be found in Table 4. Like the \( \phi \) coefficient, intraclass correlation coefficients are sensitive to a lack of variability in the data. If the components “returns to experience” and “attends to feelings” are removed from the analysis, the lower bound of the range changes, resulting in a range of 0.41–0.72.

Raters made an overall assessment of each journal as showing no evidence of reflection, evidence of reflection, or evidence of critical reflection. Taking the mean of the three raters, 14.7% of the journals were assessed as showing no evidence of reflection, 43.4% as showing evidence of reflection, and 41.9% as showing evidence of critical reflection. The percent agreement between rater pairs for the overall assessment of the journals ranged from 67.4% to 85.7%, \( \gamma \) statistic ranged from 0.88 ± 0.07 to 0.98 ± 0.02, and the ICC(2,1) among all raters was 0.74 (95% confidence interval, 0.61–0.84).

### Discussion

In assessing the interrater reliability of the categorization of the overall journals as showing no evidence of reflection, evidence of reflection, or evidence of critical reflection, it was determined that percent agreement between rater pairs for the overall assessment of the journals (which ranged from 67.4% to 85.7%) along with \( \gamma \) statistics (which ranged from 0.88 to 0.98) and the ICC(2,1) of 0.74 represent strong association and a high level of reliability. This was consistent with the work of Wong et al., who reported a reliability of 0.88.

In determining the reliability of the assessment of the presence of the nine elements of reflection, statistical values varied. Percent agreement on all nine elements and between all three pairs of raters ranged from 65.1% to 93.0%. In some instances, while percent agreements were high, the corresponding ICC values and \( \phi \) coefficients were low. For example, while the percent agreements for “returns to experience” and “attends to feelings” were high (range, 79.1-90.7%), the ICC for each was quite low (0.03 and 0.28, respectively) and \( \phi \) coefficients could not be determined. In reviewing the raw data and analyzing the statistical calculations, it was evident that the statistical values were particularly sensitive to the lack of variability in the data and the distribution of agreements and/or disagreements. Moreover, analysis of the raw data showed that rater 3 rated all 43 journals as having demonstrated “returns to experience,” while the other two raters only indicated evidence of this element if the writer described the experience in some detail. Postanalysis discussion resulted in consensus that the interpretation of rater 1 was most theoretically correct. Similarly, the element “attends to feelings” showed very little variability, with rater 3 again rating all 43 journals as showing evidence of this element, while raters 1 and 2 rated significantly fewer journals as showing evidence of this element (i.e., 37 and 34, respectively). Postanalysis discussion revealed that rater 3 credited any mention of emotion in the journals as showing evidence of the presence of this element, while raters 1 and 2 required not only mention of emotion but also some discussion of the impact of the situation on emotion or vice versa. Consensus was that the interpretation of raters 1 and 2 was more theoretically accurate.

Using the criteria established to judge reliability, acceptable levels of interrater reliability were achieved in all cases except “returns to experience” and “attends to feelings.” The
researchers assert that this method of assessing reflective journals is reliable for educational purposes in determining competence in the reflective process and in determining a baseline from which to begin facilitating the reflective process in students. Postanalysis discussion suggested that further refinement of the operational definitions, particularly with respect to “returns to experience” and “attends to feelings,” should minimize future misinterpretations. In addition, the researchers contended that continued practice with application of the operational definitions to additional journals would enhance the reliability of this method.

Reflection can be viewed from a number of perspectives. Understanding the multiple elements present in the reflective process enables instructors to approach their students in a variety of ways to optimize their reflective abilities. In this study, the researchers strove to capture the breadth and depth of the elements of reflection. Unlike previous studies, which utilized the theories of Boud et al.16 and Mezirow,9 the coding schema developed in this method of assessment utilized each of the theoretical frameworks of Boud et al.16 Mezirow,9 and Schön.17

Williams et al.10 chose not to use the criteria from Mezirow,9 stating that they preferred to focus on the process of reflection rather than on what they suggest to be categorization of the different types of reflection. However, the researchers in the current study believed that the elements of Mezirow’s9 reflective process enabled them to pinpoint the level of reflection present in each journal. This assessment can provide instructors with a baseline from which to more effectively and efficiently begin to facilitate the reflective process in their students. Further, incorporation of Mezirow’s9 elements of reflection provides an additional perspective upon which competence in the reflective process can be judged.

While Williams et al.10 chose not to utilize Mezirow’s9 framework, Wong et al.12 did use this framework to categorize students as nonrefectors, reflectors, or critical refectors. Similarly, the current researchers saw value in utilizing Mezirow’s9 framework to assess the level of competence evident within a given journal; however, they chose to categorize journals rather than students. This decision was based on the fact that while journals provide instructors with insight into their students’ thought processes, this insight is limited. Although there may be no evidence of reflection present in the particular journal entries submitted, it cannot be assumed that the student is a nonreflector; therefore, the researchers believed that they should not be judged in this manner.

While Wong et al.12 used criteria from Boud et al.16 and Mezirow9 to assess reflective journals, the current researchers believed that the work of Schön17 is equally vital to reflective practice, particularly in the health care environment, where practice is continually changing. Therefore, the current researchers chose to incorporate Schön’s17 criteria into the assessment schema presented.

Previous researchers have demonstrated reliability in assessing reflective journal writing while using different reflective criteria.10,12,21 The results of this study support the fact that journals can be reliably assessed. While Wong et al.12 showed reliable results (r = 0.88) using Mezirow’s9 work, they failed to achieve reliable outcomes with criteria developed from Boud et al.16 The methodology used in the current study successfully minimized the difficulty encountered by Wong et al.12 by looking more broadly at the three major elements of the framework of Boud et al.16 (i.e., returns to experience, attends to feelings, evaluates the experience) rather than at the more detailed and recursive elements of integration, validation, association, and appropriation. Further, no attempt was made to match the quotes that were coded; rather, the researchers chose to look more broadly at evidence of the elements of reflection present within the overall journal.

Alternatively, Williams et al.10,11 were successful in using the work of Boud et al.16 by adapting their criteria. However, journal scoring was not clearly explicated in either study. Further, they created a linear scale from the work of Boud et al.16 and noted that there was no evidence of improved levels of reflection over time. Yet, Boud et al.16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflection Component</th>
<th>% Agree 1 vs. 2</th>
<th>r² 1 vs. 2</th>
<th>% Agree 1 vs. 3</th>
<th>r² 1 vs. 3</th>
<th>% Agree 2 vs. 3</th>
<th>r² 2 vs. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflection in action</td>
<td>69.8 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>81.4 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>79.1 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on action</td>
<td>85.0 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>86.0 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>86.0 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection for action</td>
<td>90.7 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>93.0 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>88.4 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>81.4 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>90.7 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>81.4 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>79.1 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>90.7 ± 0.12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>83.7 ± 0.12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premise</td>
<td>68.4 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>86.0 ± 0.12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>79.1 ± 0.12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reevaluates</td>
<td>82.1 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>93.0 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>65.1 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA, no Φ coefficient was computed because rater 3 had a constant rating for all journals.
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stated that reflection is not necessarily a linear process but rather is more recursive in nature; thus, a linear scale might not necessarily capture changes in a student's skill level. While the study by Williams et al.11 yielded a score for each journal based on the criteria of Boud et al.,16 the current researchers were interested in determining whether students evidenced use of the various elements of the reflective process in their writing rather than in providing an overall score or grade for each journal. The method of assessment developed in this study provides the instructor with greater information about student competence and can provide a baseline for facilitating the variety of elements of reflection needed to enhance both the breadth and the depth of the reflective process.

Finally, Pee et al.21 developed a reliable measure, utilizing a structured worksheet, which looked at the depth of reflection but did not consider the breadth of the reflective process evident in student journals. As noted, by staying close to the theory, the current study provided a reliable method of assessment that incorporated both the breadth and the depth of the reflective process. Assessing the elements of the reflective process as described by Mezirow,9 Boud et al.,16 and Schön17 provides breadth, while assessing the level of reflection as described by Mezirow9 provides depth of the reflective process present in the journals.

Conclusions and Implications for Practice

This study presents a reliable method of assessing reflective journals. Staying close to the theory behind the reflective process provides a mechanism by which several elements from a number of theoretical frameworks on reflective practice can be used to judge reflective journal writing. It offers a method of determining whether, and to what level, students show evidence of reflection in their writing and as a result enables academic and clinical instructors to more efficiently and effectively determine where to begin facilitating the reflective process in their students. In addition, the coding schema developed provides a framework for teaching students about the various components of reflection critical to reflective thinking and reflective practice.

Facilitating the different elements of reflection can be used to extend the reflective thought process and enhance the critical thinking skills of students. Finally, this method of assessment provides a mechanism for instructors to judge competence in the reflective process without judging the personal content or topic of the student's reflections. It separated the product from the process, allowing competence to be judged without undermining the freedom of thought critical to the reflective process.

Recommendations

The ability to analyze the elements of reflection is critical for effective assessment of reflective journals. Additional research is needed to determine the generalizability of this assessment method to other students and other raters in both academic and clinical settings. While this study provides a mechanism to assess whether, and to what level, students show evidence of reflection in their journals, further research is needed to determine whether facilitation of the elements of reflection can enhance reflective thinking and to determine the impact of reflective thinking on clinical practice. In addition, given that a significant percentage of the journals submitted showed evidence of reflection, qualitative analysis of the data would elicit reflective themes from the journals and allow instructors to better understand students' perceptions of their academic and clinical experiences.

Appendix

Operational Definitions for the Coding Schema

Level I Unit of Analysis: Words, Sentences, Paragraphs

I. Time dependent (Schön and Killion and Todnem)

Reflection in action (R-I-A). Occurs while in the midst of an activity and is the result of conscious decisions made on the spot.

Reflection on action (R-O-A). Occurs after the action has been completed. Reflection on action occurs only when the student (1) provides a description of a specific event and (2) attempts to better understand the situation, his or her action, and/or the outcomes.

Reflection for action (R-F-A). The student begins to anticipate situations before being faced with them and/or begins to plan for the future to improve the present situation/outcome.

II. Content dependent (Mezirow and Cranton)

Content (CON). The student attempts to explore the problem/experience to better understand it. The student goes beyond just describing an event to exploring the problem or situation. The student may begin to view the problem/experience from different perspectives.

Process (PROC). The student begins to describe the strategies and/or processes involved in an experience. These may

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflection Component</th>
<th>ICC(2,1)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflection in action</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.37, 0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on action</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.22, 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection for action</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.44, 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.43, 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.25, 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premise</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.59, 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returns to experience</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.11, 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attends to feelings</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.10, 0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reevaluates</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.21, 0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4. Intraclass Correlation Coefficients, With 95% Confidence Intervals, Comparing All Three Raters on the Nine Elements of Reflection
include strategies/processes used in learning, problem solving, or managing a situation. The student may begin to explore other strategies available for use.

Premise (PREM). The student recognizes and begins to explore or critique his or her own assumptions, values, beliefs, and biases. The student may begin to seek multiple perspectives and alternative explanations.

III. Stage dependent (Boud et al.)

Returns to experience (RETRN). The student describes an experience replaying what he or she considers significant.

Attends to feelings (ATTEND). The student acknowledges and begins to work with feelings that might have resulted from the experience.

Reevaluates (RE-EVAL). The student reappraises the current situation vis-à-vis past experiences. The student might (1) associate the experience with past experiences to link new concepts to preexisting knowledge; (2) begin to integrate new information; (3) validate his or her new insights, thoughts, and perceptions (i.e., check the authenticity), and (4) appropriate this new meaning into his or her own way of being.

Level II Unit of Analysis: the Journal (Jarvis et al., Mezirow, and Schön)

Nonreflection (NR). No evidence of reflection is present within the journal. The writer may describe experiences with no evidence of questioning or evaluation of the experience. Lack of reflection implies a person who acts based on habit or what he or she already knows, makes assumptions, acts mechanically, may not consider the potential for learning or change, and may even reject the possibility of learning something new because he or she is sure he or she is right.

Reflection (R). Evidence of reflection is present in the journal. This implies evidence that the writer either pauses in action or ex post facto to explore an experience, with the intent of better understanding the situation, or to decide how best to perform. This writer moves beyond simply reporting or describing events, to attempting to understand, question, or analyze the events.

Critical reflection (CR). Evidence of critical reflection is present within the journal. This implies evidence of a writer who stops to explore the existence of the problem, where the problem stems from, or the assumptions underlying the problem. The writer revisits the experience, begins to critique his or her own assumptions and thought processes, shows evidence of recognizing his or her own assumption, and may begin to show evidence of modifying his or her own biases or assumptions. This person typically shows evidence of premise reflection.
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